
Self storage facilities are not immune to privacy data breaches
As a self storage operator, your customers trust you with confidential 
information.  For criminals, getting their hands on your customers’ social 
security numbers, drivers’ license numbers, medical and financial information 
is extremely valuable.

And not all data breaches are caused by computer hackers—claims can be 
the result of stolen equipment, negligence on your part or that of your 
employees or independent contractors, and IT failures.  With business owners 
often taking work home and storing customer data on mobile devices like 
tablets, smartphones and laptops, it is critical to put sufficient protection  
in place.

Introducing an affordable solution:  Aon CyberBusinessPro
Aon CyberBusinessPro, in connection with Identity Fraud, Inc., has arranged 
access to a comprehensive solution that focuses on prevention, protection 
and response. The product offers three important areas of protection: risk 
management tools to help mitigate losses, cyber liability coverage to help 
protect you from litigation, and remediation benefits to help you respond to  
an incident.

Privacy data breaches reported by storage facilities1 
• A fire at a storage warehouse in Brooklyn, NY put thousands of individual’s privacy at risk when much of the charred   
 paperwork–which included clearly visible social security numbers, medical information, bank checks, court transcripts and  
 more–was strewn out for blocks.

•  Two thieves committed identity theft and ran a check counterfeiting operation by retrieving and reassembling hundreds of  
 shredded checks from the trash bin of a self storage facility in Valencia, CA.  

•  Files containing customer lease documents, including drivers’ license numbers and social security numbers, were   
 discovered missing from a self storage facility in Boston, MA.   

•  A hacker gained unauthorized access to electronic company personnel files of a public storage facility in Glendale, CA,   
 which included social security numbers, dates of birth, home addresses and other active employee information.

Aon CyberBusinessProSM

Did you know?

•  The average cost for a privacy data breach in 
the U.S. is $225 per compromised record2 

•  47% of privacy breaches are due to criminal 
activity, 28% employee error, and 25% 
system errors2

•  Cloud providers typically deploy security 
controls to protect their data environment, 
but organizations are responsible for 
protecting their own data in the cloud3

www.aoncyberXercor.com

“ As breaches are becoming all too commonplace, 
U.S. businesses can’t afford to ignore protecting 
the valuable, sensitive data they have been 
entrusted with.”4

Phillip Dunkelberger, CEO, PGP Corporation

(Over, please.)

Are you prepared if your customers’ 
confidential information is compromised?



1Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, Data Breaches, 2017.
22017 Cost of a Data Breach Study: Global Overview, Ponemon Institute LLC, June 2017.
3Rashid, Fahmida Y., “The dirty dozen: 12 cloud security threats,” InfoWorld, March 11, 2016.
4Swearingen, Jake. “Why the JP Morgan breach is like no other,” The Atlantic, October 3, 2014.
Aon CyberBusinessProSM is a service mark of Aon Corporation. Identity Fraud, Inc. is the exclusive administrator.
This document provides summary information only. Insurance coverage is subject to specific terms, limitations and exclusions, and may not be available in all states. Liability insurance is provided pursuant to your active membership 
in the Data Theft Risk Purchasing Group (RPG). Please note that there is a nominal fee of $1.00 per term for the RPG that is allocated to the RPG by the program administrator, Identity Fraud, Inc., from the proceeds of your purchase.
Aon Affinity is a licensed insurance producer in all states (TX 13695), (AR 100106022); operating in CA & MN, AIS Affinity Insurance Agency, Inc. (CA 0795465); in OK, AIS Affinity Insurance Services, Inc.; in CA, Aon Affinity Insurance 
Services, Inc. (CA 0G94493), Aon Direct Insurance Administrators and Berkely Insurance Agency; and in NY, AIS Affinity Insurance Agency.      F-12779-717

It’s quick and easy to apply. Purchase coverage online in minutes!  

www.aoncyberXercor.com
If you have any questions, please call 1.844.769.2904

Aon CyberBusinessProSM

   *Program is not available in NY. Rates may vary and are subject to change.
  ** Risk management resources and breach expense protection benefits vary depending on program risk mitigation level and as subject to the IFI Customer Agreement and IFI 

Breach Expense Protection Agreement that provides up to $500,000 for separate limits for ebusiness network interruption and data reconstruction. Terms may vary by state.
*** For eligibility and rates for annual gross sales in excess of $10 million and/or 51 FTEs (including independent contractors), please call 1.844.769.2904.

Help protect your business and avoid becoming another statistic.

Prevention – Risk Management Resources with Breach Protection
Aon CyberBusinessPro helps you prevent a privacy data breach by providing you with resources to act proactively, allowing you to put 
systems and procedures into place to help reduce your exposures. The program includes a Human Resources Module, Information 
Security Module with important policies, and a Technology Module having proactive risk mitigation tools—all combined with breach 
expense protection. Help reduce your risks with the mobile security app, computer vulnerability scans, risk self-assessments and more.  

Protection – Data Risk Liability and Defense Coverage
If a privacy data breach results in allegations of negligence and litigation, Aon CyberBusinessPro offers cyber liability insurance 
protection, including coverage for claims expenses and defense costs, loss/theft of personal and/or business data, regulatory fines and 
penalties, failure to disclose/notify per breach notification laws, cyber extortion, PCI fines, media liability and more.

Response – Breach Services and Remedies with Incident Response On-Demand™
Nearly all states in the U.S. have enacted legislation requiring the notification of individuals affected by a privacy data breach. To assist 
with remediation, Aon CyberBusinessPro includes 24/7 Incident Response On-Demand that provides access to important resources and 
remedies. When combined with other insurance coverage intended for forensic expenses, notifications, legal fees, credit monitoring 
and more, your peace of mind is supported while your breach risks are mitigated.

Aon Cyber 250

Silver Level Risk Mitigation 
with breach protection  

up to $125,000 
($1,000 Retention)

up to $250,000 
($1,000 Retention)

3

Aon Cyber 500

Gold Level Risk Mitigation 
with breach protection  

up to $250,000 
($1,000 Retention)

up to $500,000 
($1,000 Retention)

3

Aon Cyber 1000

Platinum Level Risk Mitigation 
with breach protection  

up to $500,000 
($1,000 Retention)

up to $1,000,000 
($1,000 Retention)

3

Program Highlights

Risk Management Resources  
with Breach Protection**

Data Risk Liability Insurance  
and Defense Coverage

Incident Response On-Demand™

Aon Cyber 250

$289

$349

$489

$699

$899

Aon Cyber 500

$425

$499

$649

$849

$1,199

Aon Cyber 1000

$749

$849

$1,099

$1,399

$1,599

Annual Rates

Up to $1,000,000

$1,000,001 – $2,500,000

$2,500,001 – $5,000,000

$5,000,001 – $7,500,000

$7,500,001 – $10,000,000***

Gross Sales

Program Highlights and Rates*


